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Arts in the Far North
… from visual arts and film to theatre and music. Get noticed
alongside the North’s movers and shakers
The arts are big business in the North—from world
renowned artists to souvenirs for tourists, the arts
matter North of 60. In our special Arts edition, Up Here
brings readers all the know-how they could ever need,
highlighting the best the North has to offer. A special
listing section will shine a spotlight on producers and
artists from across the three territories.

We Are The (Actual) North
Our cover feature tackles how Northern art is used to define Canada
around the globe. Northern art pops up on international branding
campaigns, Northern musicians are greeted with applause in southern
venues, Northern-made films win awards at film festivals, and around the
world Northern images and icons define what it is to be Canadian.

Plus…

>> What ancient art lies inside the

archives of some of the North’s
museums.

>> Where-to-ﬁnd-guide oﬀers

readers answers to where to get
authentic and unique art, and
how to make sure what they’re
bringing home is real Northern
art.

But are Northerners getting the recognition they deserve at home? How
does the North fit into Canada’s artistic identity—or rather, how does
Canada fit into one of the most exciting artistic movements in recent years?

The Next Big Thing

We profile the people you’ll want to say you knew before they were big deals.
These are the stars of tomorrow, just making waves in their fields, whether
that be literary, musical or visual arts. But just wait: you’ll want to know
their names. And we’ll have them first.

Going Public
The North is beautiful, but it’s not just natural splendour. Dotted
around the territories, in murals on the sides of buildings and sculptures
on street corners, are gorgeous pieces of art that locals pass every day.
We showcase the best of them, and dive into who made them and the
meaning behind them.

Advertising Deadlines:
Ad reservations by: Sept 30
Ad materials by:
Oct 2

Bonus This issue will be mailed to ALL
Distribution subscribers of Inuit Art Magazine.
For more information contact:
sales@uphere.ca
For Up Here rates and distribution information visit uphere.ca and check out our media kit

